It is shown that in every complex 
BANACH SPACES WITH BIHOLOMORPHICALLY EQUIVALENT UNIT BALLS ARE ISOMORPHIC
Obviously [$r,$ßJ C SJL^ for every v and \i.
Since D is a bounded domain in E, the set g of all complete holomorphic vector fields on D has the following properties (compare [7] ):
(0) Every h(z)d/dz G g is uniquely determined by h(0) and h'(0) (Cartan's uniqueness theorem).
(1) g C rj is a real Lie subalgebra satisfying g ft ig = 0. (2) For every positive r < 1, ||«(z)3/3z|| = sup||z||<r||«(z)|| defines a norm on g. Any two of these norms are equivalent and make g a Banach Lie algebra. Proof. The holomorphic vector field Z : = /' 3/3z is in g since D is invariant under the corresponding one parameter group z i-> e"z, t G R. Consider a holomorphic vector field X G g. Then in a certain neighborhood of the origin, X may be given by a convergent series X = 2^1 -1 A"", where Aj, G ^s". Since g is a real Lie algebra the vector field Y : = p(ad Z)X = 2^=2 p('v)K 's also in g, where the real polynomial/? G R[/] is given by p = t(t2 + 1). Applying Cartan's uniqueness theorem (0), we get Y = 0, i.e. Xv = 0 for v > 2, and hence Jf = X_x + X0 + Xx. But X0 = X + (adZ)2* is also in g and the decomposition (3) follows immediately from this. For every X G g n $ß( we have iX = (adZ)X G q and, hence g n % G g n /g = 0. In the same way we get g n 5ß_, = 0. Q.E.D.
Next consider the R-linear subspace V = {/(0)|/(z)3/3z G g} of E. Since g n $| = 0, for every a G V there is a unique symmetric continuous bilinear mapping qa : E X F -> E such that (a -<7a(z,z))3/3z G g.
Lemma 2. V c E is closed.
Proof. Fix a positive d < j and consider holomorphic vector fields A1 = «(z)3/3z G p satisfying (4) ||«(z)|| < d2/6 if ||x|| < 2d.
Denote by L(E) the endomorphism algebra of F and endow the Banach space F = E X L(E ) with the max-norm. Consider the one parameter group gt = exp(iA') associated with X and define a:R->öx L(E) G F by u(t) License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Theorem 1] to the function 8(gt -g,(0)), where S = (1 + ||g,(0)||) , we find a constant c > 0 such that for t E R and ||z|| < 2d, Substituting a + z for a in (9) we deduce that qa (z, z) E V for every a, z G V, i.e. X is tangent to K. Q.E.D.
In [7] it has been proved that the group G = Aut (D) of all biholomorphic automorphisms of D in a natural way is a real Banach Lie group. The connected component G of G is generated by the image of the exponential map exp: g -> G. Therefore D n V is invariant under G° by Lemma 3. The mapping \p: G° -* Z> n K defined by g -» g(0) is analytic and the differential of \p at the point idfl G G is precisely the topological isomorphism <p: p -» V of Lemma 2. Therefore, by the implicit function theorem, the orbit C7° (0) and D D V is a bounded symmetric domain in V on which the groups G and G act transitively.
Proof. Statement (i) is contained in [7] and (iii) has already been proved. To prove (ii) let g G G. Then g(0) G G(0) = C7°(0), i.e. g(0) = «(0) for some h G G°. But then h~lg G GQ, which proves the statement. 
